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ABSTRACT

Context. Super giant fast X-ray transient (SFXT) is a new class of the high mass X-ray binary that shows short X-ray flares. The
physical mechanism of SFXT short flares is still open for discussion. The accretion process of dense clumps in stellar wind onto
neutron star (NS) has been proposed as the origin of such short flares.
Aims. In order to examine the applicability of the clumpy wind scenario, we focus on the accretion mode that depends on orbital
parameters. Our goal is to impose restrictions on the orbital parameters of SFXT.
Methods. Assuming a simple analytic model of clumpy wind, we investigate the condition where the size of accretion cylinder
overcomes the clump size.
Results. The allowed parameter region for SFXT is restricted in a relatively narrow window inPorb − e diagram.
Conclusions. Binary systems with large eccentricities (e >∼ 0.4) and moderate orbital periods (Porb ∼ 10 d) are prone to show periodic
X-ray outbursts which are characteristic for SFXT. We confirm that systems with a long orbital period of more than 100 dayscannot
produce bright X-ray flares in the simple clumpy wind scenario.
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1. Introduction

Super giant fast X-ray transient (SFXT) is a new class of high
mass X-ray binaries (HMXB), found in the monitoring observa-
tion of the Galactic plane by INTEGRAL. The SFXT is charac-
terized by X-ray outbursts composed of short bright flares, which
cease within a few ks. It also shows a large dynamic range of
X-ray luminosity that reaches 4-5 orders of magnitudes. Thelu-
minosity of bright X-ray flares exceeds 1036erg s−1. On the other
hand, in the quiescent phase, SFXT becomes a dim source whose
luminosity is 1032erg s−1. This behavior of SFXT has been re-
ported by Sguera et al. (2005), and they are designated as a new
class of HMXB by Smith et al. (2006). Thereafter, SFXT has
attracted the interest of many scientists.

Before the discovery of SFXT, HMXBs were categorized
into two classes, the Be-type and the OB-type (Corbet 1984,
1986). The Be-HMXB is characterized by a Be-type optical
counterpart and by a periodic outburst associated with a long
orbital period. A neutron star (NS) in this system takes a large
eccentric orbit around the central Be star. The Be star has a
dense stellar wind that is confined in its equatorial plane, and
at the points where the NS’s orbit crosses this equatorial wind,
bright X-ray outbursts are observed. The second classical class
of HMXB is a binary system with an OB-type super giant (SG)
companion. Systems categorized in this type are persistentbright
X-ray sources, and their orbital periods are much shorter then
those of the Be-type HMXBs (typically, a few days). Accretion
from the SG star to the NS proceeds via isotropic stellar windor
Roche lobe overflow in the OB-type systems. Besides these, the
SFXTs show intermediate properties; they show recurrent out-

bursts and an orbital period between a few days to several 10
days1 (in’t Zand 2005; Sguera et al. 2005).

The physical mechanism of short X-ray flares of the SFXT
is still open for discussion, and several scenarios have been pro-
posed. Among them, the most frequently discussed scenario is
the so-called clumpy stellar wind model (in’t Zand 2005; Walter
& Zurita Heras 2007; Leyder et al. 2007; Rampy et al. 2009). In
this scenario, an isotropic stellar wind containing a lot ofdense
clumps is considered. These clumps cause short X-ray flares
when they accrete onto a NS. The clumpy wind accretion sce-
nario can reasonably explain the observed properties of X-ray
flares, such as short flare durations, bright X-ray luminosities,
large absorptions (in’t Zand 2005; Walter & Zurita Heras 2007).
On the other hand, a few systems can be explained by the differ-
ent system configuration. Sidoli et al. (2007) considered a binary
configuration that consists of an eccentric NS and a massive star
with disk-like anisotropic stellar wind (Sidoli et al. 2007). If the
stellar wind is confined to the equatorial plane of the SG, theX-
ray outburst arises when the NS passes through the dense stellar
wind in the equatorial plane. With this scenario, periodic out-
burst could be naturally explained by associating with the sys-
tem orbital period. Another mechanism dominated by the gat-
ing effect caused by the NS magnetic and rotational properties
has been proposed (Bozzo et al. 2008a). Although this model
can explain the large dynamic range of the X-ray luminosity,
it is hard to reconstruct a small emission region in quiescent
phase. Furthermore this model needs an extremely strong mag-
netic field (∼ 1014 G) around the NS, and it is considered to be
less pragmatic (Romano et al. 2009c; Sidoli et al. 2009a).

1 IGRJ11215-5952 has an exceptionally longer orbital period; Porb =

165 days (Romano et al. 2007)
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In this brief study, we focus on the clumpy wind scenario,
and examine how the properties of X-ray outbursts depend on
the system’s orbital parameters. Here, we especially consider
the recurrent feature of X-ray outbursts and quiescence that is
a typical property of SFXT. We investigate the parameter region
that allows these recurrent outbursts, assuming a simple clump
model. By simple calculations, we try to achieve constraints for
the system configuration of SFXTs.

2. Model

In order to show that the clumpy wind model is the reliable
mechanism of the SFXT, we have to check that the consid-
ered physical process can explain all observed properties of the
SFXT. That is, the model should reconstruct the typical orbital
period (∼ 10 d), the short duration of flare (∼ 1 000 s), the large
dynamic range of the X-ray luminosity (∼ 10 000), the dark qui-
escent phase (<∼ 1032erg s−1 ), the small emission region (∼ 105

cm), the time dependence of the photon index and the absorp-
tions. At least for a few systems, the clumpy wind model seems
to reconstruct these observed properties very well (for example,
IGR J17544-2619; see in’t Zand 2005; Clark et al. 2009). On the
other hand, however, there are serious difficulties for few sys-
tems (for example, IGR J11215-5952 and IGR J16479-4514)
to explain the observed parameters under the clumpy wind as-
sumption (Romano et al. 2007; Romano et al. 2009b; Bozzo et
al. 2008b; Romano et al. 2008; Jain et al. 2009). Hence, it is
considered that the clumpy wind model has a certain limit of
application.

The clumpy wind accretion in the SFXT was well considered
in Ducci et al. (2009). In their study, they computed the flarefre-
quency distributions due to clump accretion in broad parameter
regions. One of the important arguments in their investigations
is about the magnitude relation of the clump size (Racc) and the
size of the accretion cylinder (accretion radius;Racc). That is,
the accretion mode changes when the indicator of the magnitude
relation,Racc/Rcl varies. Roughly translated, if the accretion ra-
dius exceeds the clump radius, most of the clump mass accretes
onto the NS when the clump encounters the accretion cylinderof
the NS. In this case, a bright X-ray flare occurs because a large
amount of potential energy can be liberated. On the other hand,
if the clump size overwhelms the accretion radius, only a tiny
part of the clump mass can be drawn into the accretion cylinder
of the NS. In this case, bright flares hardly occur even if clumps
hit the accretion cylinder because of low accretion rates. Hence,
it is considered that the large accretion radius, which exceeds
the clump size, is required as the necessary condition to cause
the outburst in accreting systems from clumpy winds.

The existence of X-ray outbursts composed of short flares
is one of the most important properties of the SFXT to be ex-
plained. The condition for outbursts could depend on the magni-
tude relation,Racc/Rcl. Here, applying a simple clump model, we
examine the ratioRacc/Rcl as the function of orbital parameters.
If the orbit of NS around SG has a finite eccentricity, this ratio
varies with the orbital phase. We may consider three situations
concerning this magnitude relation: (A) if the clump size always
exceeds the accretion radius during orbital motion, a bright flare
rarely occurs throughout the orbital phase. In this case, the sys-
tem shows no X-ray outburst. These systems are dim sources
that cannot be detected. (B) If the accretion radius always ex-
ceeds the clump size throughout the orbital phase, bright flares
consistently occur. In this case, the system shows persistent out-
bursts. The observed properties of these systems may be rather
similar to persistent OB-type HMXBs. (C) If the ratio variesand

strides across one (namely, the magnitude relation is inverted),
a bright flare occurs only in a limited orbital phase. In the other
phases, the X-ray flare rarely occurs and the system stays in a
quiescent phase. This transitional behavior between quiescence
and outbursts is exactly the feature of the SFXT, hence this in-
version of the magnitude relation could be a required condition
for an SFXT in the clumpy wind scenario. The ratioRacc/Rcl is a
function of the orbital phase. Then, the orbital parametersof the
SFXT should be naturally limited to satisfy the condition (C).
Hence, we examine the variation of the ratioRacc/Rcl with the
orbital parameters, and investigate the condition whereRacc/Rcl
crosses 1.

Assuming simple formulae for the clumpy wind, we can con-
struct the magnitude relationRacc/Racc as a function ofr, the
distance from the SG to the NS. First of all, the accretion radius
is defined as the radius where the kinetic energy of the clump
balances the gravitational potential of the NS (in general the ki-
netic energy is much higher than internal energy in stellar wind;
Frank et al. 2002). The gravitational potential can be written in
the Newtonian framework at the accretion radius

φ =
GMNS

Racc
. (1)

As usual,G is the gravitational constant andMNS denotes the
mass of the NS, respectively. On the other hand, the kinetic en-
ergy of the clump depends on the velocity of the clumpy wind
(vcl) and the NS orbital velocity (vNS). The wind velocity re-
leased from the SG stellar surface and accelerated via the line-
driven mechanism (Castor et al. 1975) can be modeled as

vcl = v∞
(

1− 0.9983
RSG

r

)β

, (2)

where β is a parameter taking a value between 0.5 and 1.5
(Kudritzki & Plus 2000; Walter & Zurita Heras 2007).RSG de-
notes the radius of the SG andv∞ is the terminal velocity of stel-
lar wind, respectively. The NS orbital motion can be obtained
from the Newtonian equation of motion around a point gravity
source (Kepler’s laws). Under these assumptions, the accretion
radius can be obtained as a function ofr

Racc=
2GMNS

vcl(r)2 + vNS(r)2
(3)

(Frank et al. 2002).
On the other hand, the clump size is obtained by the pressure

balance between the background stellar wind and the clump it-
self. Romano et al. (2009a) and Ducci et al. (2009) have used a
simple formula to compute the clump size as

Rcl = Rcl,0













r2vcl(r)

R2
SGvcl,0













1/3

. (4)

In this equation, the suffix ”0” means the initial values at the
SG surface. We also adopt this simple expression here. Then,
both the clump size and the accretion radius can be expressed
as functions ofr, the distance from the SG star. The position
where the clumps encounter the accretion cylinder should beon
the orbit of the NS. This orbit can be obtained easily via Kepler’s
laws, if we fix the eccentricity and the orbital period. Here,we
use normal parameters for the SG and the NS; the mass of the
SG isMSG = 30M⊙, the radius of the SG isRSG = 20R⊙ and the
mass of the NS isMNS = 1.5M⊙, respectively. As the parameters
of the stellar wind, we assumeRcl,0 = 2 × 109 cm, v∞ = 2 ×
108cm s−1 andβ = 1.0. 2

2 Here, the used value ofRcl,0 = 2 × 109 cm is taken from Romano
et al. (2009a). The value ofRcl,0 is important, since it directly controls
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3. Results

Applying these formulae of the clump size and the accretion ra-
dius, we can compute the ratioRacc/Rcl for various values of
the orbital periodPorb and the orbital eccentricitye. For each
set of (Porb, e), we compute the variation of the ratioRacc/Rcl
through the orbital motion. As a result, the systems can be di-
vided into three categories by the variation modes of this ratio:
case (A) is that the ratio is always lower than 1; case (B) is that
the ratio always exceeds 1; and case (C) is that the ratio varies
and is equal to 1 at certain orbital passages. As discussed above,
the first and second cases correspond to quiescent and persis-
tent sources. Only the systems categorized in the third casecan
reconstruct the observed behavior of the SFXT. This result is
summarized in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1 the left-side region indicated by small crosses (+)
denotes the prohibited region for binaries, because the NS orbit
enters the interior of the SG. In this region, the NS may suffer
from strong dragging force via interaction with the SG matter,
and cannot stay in the stable orbit. Perhaps the orbits of these
systems shrink quickly and evolve toward coalescence (Rosswog
& Brüggen 2007).

The right-lower broad region filled with black dots (·) is a
parameter region where the clump size exceeds the accretionra-
dius throughout the orbital motion (case A). As discussed above,
in this situation, only a part of clump mass can accrete onto the
NS, even if the clump encounters the NS. Consequently, the sys-
tem in this region cannot produce bright flares. These systems
become dim X-ray sources, which emit via background wind
accretion.

The left-lower shaded part in the figure indicates the region
where the accretion radius exceeds the clump size throughout
the orbital motions (case B). In this case, collisions of clumps
and the accretion cylinder consistently produce bright flares. At
the same time, since the NS orbit is near to the SG surface, the
number density of clumps is very high in these systems. It means
that the frequency of clump collisions onto the accretion cylinder
is also high. Consequently, systems in this region always show
outbursts and are observed as persistent X-ray sources. This sit-
uation may correspond to the classical HMXB with an OB com-
panion.

The remaining central-upper region labeled gSFXTh corre-
sponds to case (C). Systems in this region show the inversion
of the magnitude relation between clump size and accretion ra-
dius during orbital motion. Only systems in this region haveboth
quiescence and outburst through the orbital motion of the NS. In
these systems, the NS does not show bright X-ray flares around
the apastron passage (quiescent phase). On the other hand, near
the periastron, the accretion radius overwhelms the clump size
and it produces bright flares (outburst phase). As a crude sum-
mary, according to Fig. 1, only systems with (i) an intermediate
orbital period of∼ 10− 30 d, and/or (ii) large eccentricity could

the size relation between accretion radius and clump size. However, the
value of Rcl,0 is limited as a moderate value. In Ducci et al. (2009),
the maximum and minimum values of the clump size are discussed.
The clump should be small enough to be denser than the background
wind, while the minimum size of the clump is limited by the optical
thickness condition. The possible size ofRcl,0 depends on the clump
mass,Mcl, and if we assumeMcl ∼ 1020 g, the initial clump radius is
2× 109cm<∼ Rcl,0 <∼ 2× 1010cm (see Fig. 3 in Ducci et al. 2009).
If we select a low (high) value ofRcl,0, flares easily (hardly) occur and
the SFXT region in Fig. 1 (see Section 3) becomes larger (smaller).
However, since the allowed range ofRcl,0 is not very broad especially
for largeMcl, the change of the SFXT region is moderate.

reconstruct the burst properties of the SFXT. Because the SFXT
window that we derived above is somewhat narrow in the param-
eter space, it makes a strong restriction to the orbital parameters
of the SFXT systems.

Next, we compare actually observed SFXT systems with
our result. At present,∼ 15 candidate systems of SFXT have
been found (Bodaghee et al. 2007; Walter & Zurita Heras
2007). Among them, we list the systems whose orbital pa-
rameters have been well studied in Table 1. Additionally, we
plot the orbital parameters of these SFXTs by filled circles
with labels; (a)IGR J16479-4515, (b)IGR J17544-2619, (c)IGR
J18483-0311, (d)SAX J1818.6-1703, (e)IGR J16465-4507, and
(f)XTE J1739-302. For these systems, the eccentricities still
have large uncertainties. Hence we show the error bars for sys-
tems (c) and (d) (the sizes of error bars are taken from Rahoui
& Chaty 2008 and Zurita Heras & Chaty 2009, respectively).
For other systems, only lower limits (for systems (a) and (b);
see Romano et al. 2008 and Clark et al. 2009) or upper limits
(for systems (e) and (f); see Clark et al. 2010 and Drave et al.
2010) are known. Because the orbital periods of these systems
are extensively studied, the error bars in the horizontal direction
are small. The orbital period of (g)IGR J11215-5952 is 165 [d]
and this value is situated far outside of the boundary box of this
figure. Unfortunately, the eccentricities of IGR J08408-4503 and
IGR J11215-5952 are still unknown.

For systems (b), (c), (e) and (f), the observed orbital param-
eters seem to be almost consistent with our theoretical model,
although (b)IGRJ17544-2619 is just located on the border ofour
SFXT window. Additionally, it is said that also IGRJ08408-4503
(Porb = 35 d,e is unknown) has large eccentricities (Leyder et al.
2007; Romano et al. 2009a; Bird et al. 2009; Sidoli et al. 2009b).
Although precise measurements have not been reported, thissys-
tem may enter the SFXT window, or locate around the boundary.
From Figure 1 it seems that the eccentricity of this system could
be quite large (e should be larger than 0.5). The observational
confirmation of the eccentricity is required.

On the other hand, (d)SAXJ1818.6-1703 seems to stray out-
side the SFXT window. However, Zurita Heras & Chaty (2009)
obtained its eccentricity as∼ 0.4 by simple assumptions of
the system configuration. In their study, they assumed that X-
ray outburst occurs only when the NS enters in the domain
of 2RSG < r < 3RSG. If we consider the magnitude relation
Racc/Rcl, a lager eccentricity may be required to cause outburst.
Note that our assumption thatRacc/Rcl = 1 decides the SFXT
boundary inPorb− e plane is not strict. The boundary could have
a certain level of ambiguity. Even ifRacc < Rcl, a head-on col-
lision between the clump and the NS accretion cylinder could
produce a high accretion rate and consequently bright flares.
Considering the conditions above, we may regard the location
of SAXJ1818.6-1703 as a marginal system between an SFXT
and a quiet source in Fig. 1.

Here, we have made the quite simple assumption that only
theRacc/Rcl ratio decides the outburst conditions of X-ray bina-
ries. However, our result reconstructs roughly the thresholds of
the SFXT, although there are a few exceptional systems, which
we discuss below. In the estimates of the SFXT parameters from
limited observations, a guideline like this will be beneficial.

4. Discussions

In the list of observed SFXTs (Table 1), IGRJ16479-4514 has an
extremely short orbital period,Porb = 3.2 d (Jain et al. 2009).
Although it is suggested that this system has a large eccentricity,
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Table 1. List of the SFXT systems whose orbital parameters have been studied. Some classical HMXBs are also shown for compar-
ison.

name label in Fig.1 Porb[d] eccentricity comment reference∗

IGR J16479-4514 (a) 3.2 > 0.5 eclipse? (1) (2) (3) (4)
IGR J17544-2619 (b) 4.9 > 0.4 eclipse? (5) (6) (7)
IGR J18483-0311 (c) 18.5 0.43− 0.68 eclipse? (8) (9)
SAX J1818.6-1703 (d) 30 ∼ 0.4 (10) (11) (12)
IGR J16465-4507 (e) 30.3 < 0.8 sgHMXB? (13) (14)
IGR J08408-4503 35 (15) (16)
XTEJ1739-302 (f) 51.5 < 0.8 (17) (18) (19)

(12.9?)
IGR J11215-5952 (g) 165 Disc-like wind accretion? (20) (21)
SAX J1802.7-201 4.6 < 0.2 classical HMXB (22) (23)

Vela X-1 9 0.1 classical HMXB (24) (25)
GX301-2 41.5 0.47 classical HMXB (26) (27)

∗ (1)Bozzo et al 2008b; (2)Romano et al. 2008; (3)Sguera et al.2008; (4)Jain et al. 2009; (5)in’t Zand 2005; (6)Clark et al.2009; (7)Rampy
et al. 2009; (8)Rahoui & Chaty 2008; (9)Romano et al. 2010; (10)Bird et al. 2009; (11)Sidoli et al. 2009b; (12)Zurita Heras & Chaty 2009;
(13) Clark et al. 2010; (14) La Parola et al. 2010 (15)Leyder et al. 2007; (16)Romano et al. 2009a; (17)Romano et al. 2009c;(18)Sidoli et al.
2009a; (19)Drave et al. 2010; (20)Romano et al. 2007; (21)Romano et al. 2009b; (22)Augello et al. 2003; (23)Hill et al. 2005; (24)White et
al. 1983; (25)Nagase 1989; (26)Watson et al. 1982; (27)Koh et al. 1997
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Fig. 1. SFXT window inPorb − e plane. The region filled with
small+ denotes the prohibited region where binaries cannot stay
in stable orbits. Systems in the right-lower region filled with
black dots produce no X-ray flares, sinceRacc < Rcl through
the orbital motion (case A). The left-lower shaded part indicates
the region whereRacc> Rcl through the orbital motion (case B).
Systems in this region will show persistent outburst. The central-
upper region denotes SFXT window characterized by quiescence
and outburst (case C). Filled circles show the position of the
observed SFXTs; (a)IGR J16479-4515, (b)IGR J17544-2619,
(c)IGR J18483-0311, (d)SAX J1818.6-1703, (e)IGR J16465-
4507, (f)XTE J1739-302. The orbital period of (g)IGR J11215-
5952 is 165 [d] and this object is situated far outside of thisfig-
ure. The filled square indicates observed classical HMXBs; SAX
J1802.7-201 (Porb = 4.6[d], e < 0.2), Vela-X1 (Porb = 9[d],
e = 0.1) and GX301-2 (Porb = 41.5[d], e = 0.47).

such a system with short orbital period likely becomes a persis-
tent source or contact binary, according to our result (see Fig. 1).
It is also suggested that the dark quiescent phase cannot be ex-
plained in the wind accretion model for such a smallPorb system
(Romano et al. 2009c). Hence, it is difficult to understand the
observed X-ray properties under the clumpy wind scenario, and
it may need other models; e.g. a disk-like wind model (Romano

et al. 2009c; Sidoli et al. 2009a). Some authors have suggested
that the eclipse by the SG star causes the X-ray dark phase in this
system (Bozzo et al. 2008b). Since this system shows marginal
properties between the classical OB-type HMXB and an SFXT,
it could be a prototype system that bridges new and classicalun-
derstandings of HMXBs (Sguera et al. 2008; Jain et al. 2009).
Further observations and discussions on this source are strongly
required.

Meanwhile in IGRJ11215-5952, the observed orbital period
( Porb = 165 d ) is much longer than in other systems. From our
result based on the magnitude relationRacc/Rcl in the clumpy
wind scenario, the eccentricity of such longPorb SFXTs should
be almost 1. Because this large eccentricity is not realistic, it may
be natural to consider other mechanisms for this system. To ex-
plain its precise periodicity and X-ray outburst properties, a disk-
like wind mechanism has been examined for this system (Sidoli
et al. 2007; Romano et al. 2009b). Fortunately, the spin period of
the NS has been measured in this system (Romano et al. 2007).
The set of parameters, (Porb = 165d, Pspin = 187s) in this sys-
tem locates exactly on the Be-HMXB band in Corbet diagram
(Corbet 1984, 1986). Since the outburst mechanism proposedby
Sidoli et al. (2007) is almost the same as classical Be-HMXBs,
we can speculate that this system could be a special type of a
Be-type HMXB. That is, perhaps we observe this system from
a face-on angle, and the extinction by a disk-like wind that is
confined in the equatorial plane cannot be observed.

In Fig. 1 some selected classical HMXBs are also shown
with a filled square (see also Table 1). These systems are SAX
J1802.7-201 (Porb = 4.6[d], e < 0.2), Vela-X1 (Porb = 9[d],
e = 0.1) and GX301-2 (Porb = 41.5[d], e = 0.47), respectively.

SAX J1802.7-201 is a classical persistent HMXB, which
contains an OB giant withR ∼ 20R⊙ andM ∼ 25M⊙ (Hill et al.
2005). Hence, its stellar parameters agree well with our model
assumptions. Actually, this system is situated exactly in the per-
sistent HMXB region in Fig. 1.

Among three samples of HMXB, the well known object Vela
X-1 is somewhat problematic. Its orbital parameters are within
the SFXT region (Fig. 1), although Vela X-1 has been known
as a persistent bright X-ray source. Since this system is located
near by the boundary of the SFTX, Vela X-1 may be consid-
ered as the intermediate object between an SFXT and a classical
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HMXB. Recently, short X-ray flares from Vela X-1 have been
detected (Kreykenbohm et al. 2008). These flares seem similar to
that of SFXTs, however, Vela X-1 critically differs from SFXTs
by the lack of off-states. The flare behavior of this object may
be understood as follows; in Vela X-1 as well, bright and short
bursts could be made by clump accretions. However, even with-
out clump accretion, back ground wind could maintain a bright,
persistent X-ray luminosity, because Vela X-1 has a short orbital
distance. These distinctions of binary classes and the studies of
intermediate objects are the hot issues in this field (Sidoliet al.
2010).

The classical HMXB GX301-2 has a long orbital period
(Porb = 41.5[d]) and a large eccentricity (e = 0.47) (Watson et al.
1982). This system, shown by a filled square in the gNo Flareh
region, is another peculiar object. Although it cannot showX-
ray outbursts under our clumpy wind scenario, it is observedas a
bright persistent X-ray source. Additionally, the accretion mode
of this system is also peculiar. In this system, the wind accretion
proceeds besides a streaming accretion (Leahy & Kostka 2008).
Curiously, moreover, recent observation detected an unusual X-
ray flare from GX301-2 during its apastron phase (Finger et al.
2010). Some of these strange observational properties may be
explained by the hugeness of the giant companion. The SG star
in this system is quite large (M ∼ 50M⊙ andR ∼ 60R⊙), so our
assumption used in Fig. 1 cannot be directly applied (Koh et al.
1997; Kaper et al. 2006).

Additionally we have to note that Fig. 1 is constructed under
the assumption of the clumpy wind accretion scenario. This sce-
nario seems somehow reasonable for the SFXTs, however, it is
not trivial that the clumpy wind accretion is the general manner
in a HMXB. If any accretion modes other than the clumpy wind
proceed, the position of these HMXB systems may not be re-
stricted by our model in Fig.1 (see GX301-2). In other words,if
a persistent source (classical HMXB) is located in the left-lower
region in Fig. 1, clumpy wind accretion may be the dominant
mechanism in this system the (for instance, SAXJ1802).

In this study, we discussed the possibility that bright flares
occur based only on the magnitude relation between clump size
and accretion radius. In a practical sense, the occurrence fre-
quency of flares depends on other conditions as well. Especially
the frequency of actual encounters of clumps with the accretion
cylinder is importantD The encounter frequency of clumps with
the NS is also related to the magnitude relation ofRaccandRcl. A
detailed analysis of the occurrence rate of flares has been given
in Ducci et al. (2009). Concerning the orbital parameters, they
show that (1) when the orbital period becomes longer, the num-
ber of bright flare decreases; (2) when the eccentricity becomes
larger, the number of bright flare increases (see Fig. 9 in Ducci et
al. 2009). Our result shown in Fig. 1 basically reconstructstheir
results.

In Fig. 2 we show the accretion radius and clump size as
functions of orbital phase. We focus on the systems withPorb =

15 d because these systems easily become SFXT3. In this figure,
the solid curve denotes the normalized solid angle of the accre-
tion cylinder observed from the center of the SG (R2

acc/r
2), while

the dashed line shows that of the clump (R2
cl/r

2). The former cor-
responds to the size of the ”target” for clumps (in this analogy,
the clump size corresponds to the size of the ”bullet”). Clearly,

3 Indeed, systems likely behave as SFXT whenPorb = 10 d in Fig 1.
However, by checking the case ofPorb = 15 d, we can confirm that
actually the accretion radius is too small when the eccentricity is low
(e = 0.1).
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Fig. 2. The solid curves denote the accretion radii for differ-
ent eccentricities (e = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7). Dashed curves show
the variations of the clump sizes in the same systems. Phase 0
corresponds to apastron passages. The orbital period is fixed as
Porb = 15 d. With thisPorb, the clump size is larger than that of
the accretion radius when the eccentricity is low. Hence, flares
rarely occur for these lowe cases. On the other hand, whene is
higher, the size of accretion radius becomes larger than clump
size and the outburst may occur. This size-relation is reflected in
Fig. 1.

a bullet easily hits the target when the size of the target is large.
In the figure, four solid curves indicate different eccentricities
from 0.1 to 0.7, respectively. The results show that the accre-
tion radius drastically varies with the orbital phase. It takes a
huge solid angle near the periastron (phase 0.5), while it shrinks
rapidly approaching apastron (phase 0 and 1). Its dynamic range
achieves more than 3 orders of magnitude in the most eccentric
system. On the other hand, the clump size varies only mildly.
This suggests that the variation of the encounter rate between
clumps and the accretion cylinder mainly depends on the varia-
tion of the target size.

When the NS reaches periastron (phase 0.5), the solid angle
of the accretion cylinder takes maximally 10−3 of the celestial
sphere (its apparent diameter becomes∼ 5 degree if we observe
from the SG). Assuming that clumps are released isotropic man-
ner, a large fraction of clumps can hit the target because thesolid
angle of the target is large enough. As we discussed, in this situ-
ation with largeRacc, the accretion of the clump produces bright
flares because entire mass of the clump can accrete onto the NS.
Hence, we can conclude that around periastron in eccentric sys-
tems, X-ray outbursts composed with many flares are likely to
be observed. On the other hand, when the NS is far from the SG,
the solid angle of the accretion cylinder is quite small. Because
it is only a tiny target for the clumps to hit, the encounter ofthe
clump with the accretion cylinder is a rare event around apastron.
Additionally, even if a clump hits the accretion cylinder, abright
flare cannot occur because only a small fraction of the clump
mass can accrete onto the NS whenRacc ≪ Rcl. Consequently,
it is clear that no X-ray flare occurs around orbital apastronand
the system should be quiescent in eccentric systems.

At present, studies of clumpy wind accretion scenario have
been based on very simple clump models (Walter & Zurita Heras
2007; Ducci et al. 2009). Of course, however, the actual clumps
in the stellar wind may show complex behaviors. For instance,
the clump size depends on the instability of the SG atmosphere,
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and is not uniform (Runacres & Owocki 2002).Rcl may obey
fairly complex distributions depending on the stellar conditions.
Additionally, in contrast to the background thin wind whosein-
ternal energy is negligible, clumps have a high density and their
fluid properties cannot be neglected. Neglecting fluid dynamic
effects, instabilities, collisions between clumps, and effects of
line absorptions, we may overlook some important phenomena
and miss essential issues (Howk et al. 2000; Runacres & Owocki
2002; Oskinova et al. 2007).

Although it is quite difficult to solve all those problems, a
complete understanding of the SFXT may yield even more astro-
nomical benefits. Super giant stars in the SFXT are very young
(T < 106 yr). If we can obtain information about evolutional
passes of massive stellar systems via SFXT observations, these
could be great hints about the mysterious processes of massive
star-formation. Additionally, binaries containing an NS and a
massive star, including SFXTs could be progenitors of NS-NS
or NS-BH binaries. The NS-NS binaries are likely candidates
for short gamma-ray bursts, hence now they are studied actively
in both theoretical and observational methods. In order to ob-
tain the initial condition of these NS-NS binaries, it may beuse-
ful to investigate the evolution of SFXTs and classical HMXBs
(Rosswog & Brüggen 2007).

In this study, we investigated the magnitude relation between
clump size and accretion radius throughout the orbital motion
in an SFXT system, applying the simple clumpy stellar wind
model. Under the simple assumption that the boundary of the
SFXT window is indicated by the curveRacc/Rcl = 1, we divided
the parameter space into three subgroups; persistent source, qui-
escence, and SFXT. In our result, the allowed parameter region
becomes a relatively narrow window in aPorb−e diagram, which
means that our result gives strong restrictions on the orbital pa-
rameters of SFXT systems. Actually, at least for several SFXT
systems whose orbital parameters have been known, their loca-
tion in Fig. 1 is consistent with the obtained SFXT window. On
the other hand, we confirm that the systems with a long orbital
period of more than 100 days cannot produce bright X-ray flares
due to clumpy wind accretion. Hence, for SFXT systems with
longPorb, another mechanism, such as the disk-like wind model,
should be considered. The criterion shown in Fig. 1 is usefulto
find this peculiarity of X-ray binary systems. These peculiarities
also suggest that there may be greater diversities we have not yet
understood in HMXB systems. Further observations and statis-
tical discussions are required to grasp the true nature of SFXT
systems.
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